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[57] ABSTRACT 
A novel circuit, having a number of novel subcombina 
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tions thereof, for producing alternate on and off signals 
which can be used to control one or more clutches 
which, when activated, produce a slub on a yarn or 
thread or a space between slubs or for controlling any 
other suitable circuitry or equipment. This circuit pro 
duces an extremely long pseudo-random pattern of ef 
fect dispersion to give a true random-like appearance 
in cloth which is woven from such slub yarns or 
threads. The minimum length of the spaces and slubs 
can be independently set on switches which are manu 
ally accessible from the exterior of the device and also 
the ratio between minimum and maximum slub and 
space widths can be also set on other switches. The cir 
cuitry automatically causes the length of the slubs and 
spaces produced to vary within this range de?ned be 
tween the minimum and maximum values, choosing in 
a pseudo-random manner successive ones of a ?xed 
number of divisions within that range. In the embodi 
ment described below, that ?xed number is 14 divisions 
between the minimum and maximum length of the 
slubs and spaces. The circuitry can further be caused 
to operate in a mode whereby the space or slub length 
remains constant and another mode in which each of 
the possible separations in the pseudo-random pattern 
is produced in succession but not necessarily in order. 
Similarly, the circuitry can be caused, by manual oper 
ation of a switch on the exterior of the device, to pro 
duce a slub or space of maximum or minimum length. 

37 Claims, 20 Drawing Figures 
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CONTROL MECHANISM FOR PRODUCING 
RANDOM-LIKE EFFECTS ON TEXTILE 

MATERIALS 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART AND 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates in part to a circuit for produc 
ing alternate electrical signals, the length of which is 
pseudo—randomly determined, and to an apparatus for 
producing slub thread or yarn. 
A slub is a thickened place in a yarn or thread which, 

when it unintentionally results, causes a flaw in any fab 
ric which is woven from the thread or yarn. However, 
if these slubs are produced at unpatterned intervals 
along a thread or yarn, cloth which is woven from such 
yarn has a pleasing appearance and is widely used for 
draperies and other similar fabrics. Such yarns are re 
ferred to as slub or novelty yarns. However, unless the 
separation between adjacent slubs is random, or at least 
pseudo-random, the woven cloth will have undesirable 
patterns appearing in it which detract from its appear 
ance and reduce its commercial value. 
One way to produce this random slub effect in yarn 

or thread which is being spun is by deliberately over 
feeding the back roller in the drafting zone on the spin 
ning frame. This can be accomplished by connecting an 
electric clutch to the back roller through a conven 
tional gear train and a mechanical over riding clutch 
mechanism so that the electric clutch, when energized, 
connects a “fast" speed to the back roll which in 
creases the stock in the draft zone which in turn causes 
an enlargement in the yarn, such enlargement being a 
slub. The spinning frame gearing and speeds are set 
such that when the electric clutch is not energized the 
proper size of straight yarn will be produced. 
One device currently employed for generating a pat 

tern of “on" and "off” signals for the clutch to cause 
slubs to be produced employs a chain loop which has 
dogs on it which are either welded to the chain or 
whose position can be varied. The chain is driven 
around a ?xed path so that the dogs successively close 
an electrical contact or otherwise cause the clutch to 
be actuated whenever a dog is encountered. Although 
the chain can be made to be a considerable length, the 
slub pattern is constant and repetitive enough so that 
undesirable patterns result in the woven product, which 
necessitate weaving on a multi-shuttle loom in an effort 
to reduce the patterning effect to a minimum. Varying 
the yarn slub pattern by changing the location of the 
dogs or replacing the chain is a tiresome and time— 
consuming activity so that it is very difficult to in any 
way change or control the separation between adjacent 
slubs or the length of the slubs themselves. 
Another device which has been employed for operat 

ing clutches of the type discussed above, includes a ran 
domizer which consists of a combination of gears, cams 
and micro-switches. Each randomizer has four yarn de 
sign wheels with each wheel representing a different 
yarn style. The styles are created by the particular 
physical arrangement of cams on the design wheel and 
the sequence in which they energize the micro~ 
switches. As with the chain dog device, there is a def’ 
nite slub pattern which causes undesirable patterns in 
cloth woven from the yarn. The master slub control 
unit in this device can only control a limited number of 
frames and twelve has been that number in the past. In 
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2 
addition, there is no way that the device can be pro 
grammed to respond quickly and rapidly to changes in 
styles and the only way that this can be accomplished 
is by changing the design wheels. 
Yet another device now employed is similar to the 

chain type slub control mechanism and employs a pre 
cut punched paper tape which has been made in a 
length of 30 meters. This device permits production of 
yarn lengths up to 2720 or more meters without a pat 
tern repeat. However, the only way that slub effects can 
be changed is to change the tape itself and this involves 
a lengthy and expensive tape punching process so that 
the variability of the device is quite limited. Further, 
the slub thickness, while variable, is variable only 
within very narrow limits. 
The present invention relates, in one of its aspects, to 

a novel circuit, having a number of novel subcombina 
tions thereof, for producing alternate on and off signals 
which can be used to control clutches of the type dis 
cussed above or for controlling any other suitable cir 
cuitry or equipment. This circuit produces an ex 
tremely long pseudo-random pattern of effect disper 
sion to give a true random-like appearance in cloth 
which is woven from such slub yarns or threads. The 
minimum length of the spaces and slubs can be inde 
pendently set on switches which are manually accessi 
ble from the exterior of the device and also the ratio be 
tween minimum and maximum slub and space widths 
can be also set on other switches. The circuitry auto 
matically causes the length of the slubs and spaces pro 
duced to vary within this range de?ned between the 
minimum and maximum values, choosing in a pseudo 
random manner successive ones of a ?xed number of 
divisions within that range. In the embodiment de 
scribed below, that ?xed number is l4 divisions be 
tween the minimum and maximum length of the slubs 
and spaces. The circuitry can further be caused to op 
erate in a mode whereby the space or slub length re 
mains constant and another mode in which each of the 
possible separations in the pseudo-random pattern is 
produced in succession but not necessarily in order. 
Similarly, the circuitry can be caused by manual opera 
tion of a switch on the exterior of the device to produce 
a slub or space of maximum or minimum length. 
Many other objects and purposes of the invention 

will become clear from the following detailed descrip 
tion of the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I shows a view of the front panel of a housing 
for the novel circuit of this invention with the switches 
which control the spaces and slubs manually accessible 
from the exterior of the housing; 
FIGS. 2A and 2B show a block diagram of one em 

bodiment of this invention for producing alternate 
pulses which in turn can then be employed to produce 
spaces and slubs on a yarn or thread; 
FIGS. 3A through 3.! show a detailed circuit sche 

matic of the embodiment of the invention shown in 
block diagram in FIGS. 2A and 28; 
FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of the manner in which 

the various sheets comprising FIGS. 3A to 3] ?t to 
gether to form the complete schematic; 
FIG. 5 shows a simpli?ed view of an apparatus for 

producing slub yarn whereby an electric clutch is ener 
gized to produce a slub; 














































